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Daddy loves to give Baby hugs to say "I love you!"   Now Baby and Daddy can cuddle and count

along with this hug-and-read book perfect for Baby's teeny, tiny hands.
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Philadelphia, she attended the Yale Graduate School of Art and Architecture where she became

interested in folk art, Indian miniatures, Shaker art, and Mexican art. Her book, Counting Kisses,

was named one of the 100 Greatest Books for Kids by Scholastic Parent & Child and was a

Childrenâ€™s Book-of-the-Month Club Main Selection. Karen, her husband Gary Richards, and their

daughter Lena divide their time between New York City and Saugerties, New York. Learn more

about Karen Katz at KarenKatz.com.Karen Katz has written and illustrated more than fifty picture

books and novelty books including the bestselling Where Is Babyâ€™s Belly Button? After

graduating from the Tyler School of Art in Philadelphia, she attended the Yale Graduate School of

Art and Architecture where she became interested in folk art, Indian miniatures, Shaker art, and
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Scholastic Parent & Child and was a Childrenâ€™s Book-of-the-Month Club Main Selection. Karen,

her husband Gary Richards, and their daughter Lena divide their time between New York City and

Saugerties, New York. Learn more about Karen Katz at KarenKatz.com.

Who doesn't like hugs from daddy? Hugs from any loved one, even.The author, Karen Katz, has

written a book about love. Certainly about hugs, but that means love. A baby when it wakes up is

usually greeted with a hug and some kisses, or many kisses , many hugs. And, on through the day,

hugs and kisses are given by daddy, in this case. Hugs are one of the most enjoyable forms of life,

and baby knows when he us hugged by his mommy that lee shines through. During the day, you

can count the hugs, and daddy hugs are particularly beautiful and meaningful. A child who is

hugged will always remember the love that shines through. Have you been hugged by your daddy

recently?Parents/teachers will enjoy reading the book to their children. Children will enjoy the

soothing lying tone of voice test comes through when reading this book. The illustrations are lovely,

vivid and colorful, and depict the day of hugs from daddy.Highly Recommended. prisrob 07-25-15

Such a cute book! I bought this book for my husband for Father's Day from our 7 1/2 month old

daughter. Reading a book is part of her nighttime routine, and I love finding cute books to add to our

rotation. It's not too long, so it doesn't lose her attention quite as fast as some of the other books. I

love that it encourages interaction between my husband and our daughter.

I bought this for my husband for Father's Day to read with our 20 month old. It was pretty bland and

is never his first choice when it comes time to read her books. I probably should have returned it,

but for $5 I didn't care enough to be bothered. It's a cute, colorful book about the types of hugs a

baby may get from their father, but I find the writing overly simplistic for my child's age. If you have

an older baby/toddler I would really suggest, "Because I'm Your Dad" by Ahmet Zappa for the same

price. We found the book to be way more creative in writing and in the illustrations, with a cute story

line.

Our child enjoys the cat on every page and the illustrations. The content seems geared more for

babies than for a toddler. This means we change the wording a bit. Examples: Rather than not

being afraid of the dark - we say it's time to turn off the light. Rather than learning to walk - we use

walking the balance beam at the gym, etc. You can make the story work for your child with a little

time and coordination between readers (so every person who might read it knows to alter the story).



Very nice to have a book centered around daddy.

Pretty cute book for daddy to use to bond with baby! Husband didn't love it as much but colors and

pictures kept baby happy and interested and that's what matters when it comes to reading an infant

a book. This book seems geared more toward under 18 months though since it talks about crawling,

standing ect. milestones.

The baby in the book is a brunette, I'm not sure if that matters to anybody else but I did get it

partially because I thought it would match my daughter. The book is colorful overall, and has ten

pages to it. All about counting daddy hugs, very cute and my nine month old LOVES to flip through it

already. Good buy.

I am expecting my first child. I bought this for my husband to read to the baby and it is so touching!

It's better than I expected! It has numbers on each page (1-10) so it is slightly educational. It shows

the father as a loving, nurturing parent. I really like this compared to most daddy books that show

fishing, camping, hunting, etc. My husband is a scientist and is sensitive and this book is perfect for

him and our baby!!! I cannot wait to see him read it to baby!

Purchased for fathers day and it was a great gift. The book is cute and counts the different reasons

babes generally get hugs from dad. The illustrations are nice and dad and babe love it!
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